
MXL
WALK-BEHIND POWER SCRUBBER

Combining high-
performance 
components with 
the most advanced 
technology and clever 
design, the MXL has the 
power to excel in any 
environment.

Using two strong disc brushes the MXL power scrubber delivers 
constant pressure to easily remove even the most stubborn 
dirt, providing a clean consistent result across all hard floor 
applications.  

The shape of the MXL inspires a sense of safety and control, 
with a sturdy outer polyethylene shell encompassing the heart 
of the machine. The aluminum brush head and squeegee 
offer durability and reliability over time as well as lightness, 
providing with better maneuverability and comfort. 

POWER IN AN EXTRA LARGE SIZE
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FEATURES 

 º Operating at less than 70 dB safeguarding the health of the operator and  
bystanders in the environment where it is used

 º Clever energy saving system reduces energy consumption by up to 35%

 º Boasting an impressive run time of up to 4 hours, vastly improving productivity

 º Automatic on-board battery charger that conveniently charges the batteries  
wherever a power outlet is available

 º Innovative water flow system ensures uniform cleaning results across the  
entire working width on the first pass, optimising detergent solution consumption

 º State of the art technologies optimise the use of water, detergent and energy to protect the environment 
and reduce the cost of cleaning per sq.m

 º Easy maintenance with parts to be cleaned after each use colour coded yellow

 º Emergency stop button shuts down machine immediately 
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SPECIFICATIONS MXL

Cleaning Width 765mm scrub path

Solution/Recover Tank Capacity 74/85L

Suction Motor 24V/422W

Brush Speed 140RPM

Brush Pressure 34Kg

Power Supply 4x 6V 240Ah

Battery Charger On-board battery charger

Weight 188kg

Machine Dimensions 1514 (L) x 885 (W) x 1093 (H)mm
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